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Abstract: Sleep-related hypermotor epilepsy (SHE), previously called nocturnal frontal lobe 

epilepsy (NFLE), is a focal epilepsy characterized by asymmetric tonic/dystonic posturing 

and/or complex hyperkinetic seizures occurring mostly during sleep. SHE fulfills the defini-

tion of rare disease with an estimated minimum prevalence of 1.8/100,000 individuals, and it 

represents about 10% of drug-resistant surgical cases. Although SHE and autosomal-dominant 

SHE (ADSHE) have been considered benign epileptic conditions for a long time, emerging data 

have shed light on the severity of this disorder and some peculiar features can impact negatively 

on the quality of life of SHE patients. In fact, seizure frequency can be very high, resulting in 

nocturnal sleep fragmentation with possible diurnal consequences such as excessive sleepiness 

and fatigue. Moreover, recent studies, adopting a systematic neuropsychological assessment, 

have shown deficits in memory, executive functions and visuo-spatial abilities in almost half of 

SHE patients. Intellectual disabilities and psychiatric disorders have also been reported in some 

genetic forms. SHE may also exert a negative effect on health-related quality of life, especially in 

domains pertaining to a patient’s role in the family, social context and patient’s illness experience.

Despite a good response to pharmacological treatment, especially with carbamazepine, 

30% of SHE patients suffer from drug-resistant seizures. Finally, recent studies suggest a poor 

prognosis in a high percentage of SHE patients with a 20.4% cumulative probability of achieving 

terminal remission at 10 years from onset. For selected drug-resistant SHE patients, epilepsy 

surgery is the only treatment offering high probability of recovery, both for seizures and for 

epilepsy-related sleep alterations.

Keywords: epilepsy, parasomnias, sleep-related hypermotor epilepsy, nocturnal frontal lobe 

epilepsy, epidemiology

Historical background
In 1977, Pedley and Guilleminault described an unusual type of sleepwalking in six 

patients; all experienced episodes characterized by screaming, vocalization, complex 

automatisms and ambulation. The episodes ceased after phenytoin or carbamazepine 

treatment. Four of these patients demonstrated epileptiform abnormalities in their 

electroencephalograms (EEGs). On the basis of the EEGs’ abnormalities and the 

favorable response to therapy, authors interpreted these episodes as epileptic manifesta-

tions, despite the fact that EEG recordings of two abortive attacks failed to correlate 

with any paroxysmal or other abnormal electrical activity.1 Some years later, further 

patients with complex motor attacks recurring every night during slow-wave sleep were 

reported; typically, the attacks consisted of twisting of the trunk and violent hyperkinetic 
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 movements of the limbs, and they were occasionally associ-

ated with tonic/dystonic posturing. Authors strongly debated 

the epileptic or nonepileptic origin of these episodes that were 

finally considered as rare motor disorders of sleep because 

of the complex motor clinical pattern that occurs only during 

sleep and the absence of EEG epileptiform abnormalities.2 

The term “hypnogenic paroxysmal dystonia” was used first, 

changed later to “nocturnal paroxysmal dystonia” (NPD).3 At 

the same time, studies conducted in drug-resistant epileptic 

patients submitted to a presurgical evaluation have permitted 

a better understanding of the anatomo-electroclinical features 

of these paroxysmal manifestations, suggesting their epileptic 

origin.4–9 In particular, Tharp4 reported three children with 

seizures characterized by bizarre motor attacks recurring 

during wakefulness and resembling NPD episodes. One of 

them became seizure-free after the surgical resection of the 

orbital region. These data were successively confirmed by 

Wada et al, who demonstrated the epileptic nature and the 

frontal lobe origin of sleep-related seizures, similar to those 

classified as NPD.5,6 Finally, Tinuper et al recorded three 

patients with short-lasting motor attacks (similar to those 

described as NPD), showing clear-cut epileptic interictal and 

ictal abnormalities.9 All these observations led to the coining 

of the term “nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy” (NFLE). In the 

following years, a large series of patients were described.10,11 

A large video-polysomnographic study of 100 consecutive 

NFLE cases highlighted the different intensity and durations 

of these sleep-related manifestations (ranging from paroxys-

mal arousals to nocturnal wandering) that could occur in a 

single patient, during a single night. The hypothesis that these 

episodes could represent a continuum of the same seizure11,12 

was demonstrated by further studies using intracerebral EEG 

recordings techniques during the presurgical evaluation of 

drug-resistant sleep-related hypermotor epilepsy (SHE) 

patients (video-stereo-electroencephalography, SEEG).13

In 2014, a Consensus Conference composed of a group 

of international experts in epilepsy, sleep and epidemiology 

was organized in order to better describe the electroclini-

cal features of the disorder and to delineate more accurate 

diagnostic criteria.14 During the conference, a need for a new 

denomination emerged, and the term “sleep-related hyper-

motor epilepsy” (SHE) replaced NFLE. Indeed, the term 

nocturnal was judged not appropriate because seizures occur 

during sleep, both during the day and the night, independently 

of the daytime. Moreover, considering that sleep-related 

seizures with hyperkinetic automatisms and/or dystonic 

posturing have been shown to originate also from extrafrontal 

areas, such as temporal, insular and parietal regions,15–22 the 

term frontal was considered misleading. Finally, the term 

“hypermotor” was used because it was considered the best 

compromise able to represent both seizures with hyperki-

netic automatisms or tonic–dystonic seizures. However, an 

update of the denomination might be required considering 

the last International League Against Epilepsy seizure clas-

sification.23 Experts agreed that SHE should be considered 

a unique syndrome, independently of the etiology (genetic, 

lesional or both) and the brain region involved.14

Clinical and diagnostic criteria for 
SHE
Seizures in SHE are usually brief (<2 minutes in dura-

tion), with an abrupt onset and offset and with stereotyped 

clinical features. Seizures are typically sleep-related (with 

several episodes per night) even if episodes occur rarely in 

wakefulness. The “hypermotor” semiology is the primary 

clinical pattern of the seizures, including asymmetric tonic 

or dystonic posturing and/or hyperkinetic automatisms. The 

level of awareness during and after the seizure is not a crucial 

clinical sign for a definitive diagnosis.

The clinical history and clinical semiology are the main 

criteria to establish the diagnosis as both interictal and ictal 

EEG may be uninformative. Three categories for the diag-

nosis with different levels of certainty have been identified: 

1) Witnessed (possible), based on the description of the core 

clinical features; 2) Video Documented (clinical), based on 

the evaluation of a video recorded (preferably 2) hypermo-

tor episode; and 3) Video-EEG Documented (confirmed), 

requiring the video-polygraphic recording of stereotyped 

events (one or two) and ictal or interictal epileptiform 

abnormalities.14

epidemiological data
Studies indicate that about 12% of epileptic patients,24,25 

mostly with a diagnosis of focal epilepsy,26,27 suffered 

from sleep-related seizures, defined as “seizures occurring 

exclusively or predominantly (>90 %) during sleep”. SHE 

represented the diagnosis in 13% of patients referred to a 

tertiary center for a video-polysomnographic evaluation of 

nocturnal motor disorders11 and in 9.4% of our population 

of focal drug-resistant epileptic patients (unpublished data). 

It is worth underlining the possible underestimation of SHE 

prevalence, as many patients may be misdiagnosed as para-

somnias, particularly in the pediatric population.28,29

A prevalence study conducted in the northeast of Italy 

showed that SHE is a rare disease with a minimum prevalence 

of 1.8/100,000 individuals.30,31

SHE predominates in males (7:3); nonlesional forms are 

the most common; a family history of epilepsy is found in no 
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more than 25% of cases; an autosomal-dominant inheritance 

pattern is rarely recognizable; onset of seizures peaks during 

childhood with the majority of cases presenting with seizures 

before the age of 20 years.10,11,32–34 Only 20% of drug-resistant 

SHE patients with hyperkinetic seizures present with this 

type of seizure before the age of 5 years (unpublished data). 

To date, the reason for this low percentage remains unknown 

and might reflect a later full development of behavioral 

neuronal networks.

Genetic background of SHe
In 1994, Sheffer et al reported a large Australian family 

with autosomal-dominant inherited NFLE/SHE (ADNFLE/

ADSHE).35 A genetic mutation of the CHRNA4 gene cod-

ing for the alpha4 subunit of the neuronal nicotinic acetyl-

choline receptor (nAChR)36 was found. Successively, many 

studies described further mutations in genes (CHRNA2 and 

CHRNB2) coding for other nAChR subunits (alpha2 and 

beta2),37,38 the phenotype usually being indistinguishable.14

More recently, other mutations besides the ones coding for 

the nAChR subunits have been reported in both sporadic and 

ADSHE cases. Combi et al found two new nucleotide varia-

tions in the corticotropin-releasing hormone gene promoter 

in ADSHE pedigrees and two sporadic cases.39 Heron et al 

discovered missense mutations in the KCNT1 gene (coding 

for a sodium-gated potassium channel subunit) in patients 

with a severe phenotype, including frequent seizures, psy-

chiatric symptoms and intellectual disabilities.40

Some ADSHE families and SHE sporadic cases have been 

found to have mutations in DEPDC5, and NPRL2 and 3,41–43 

all encoding proteins of the mTORC1-regulating GATOR1 

complex, a key regulator of cell growth.44,45 The mutations 

were first identified in patients with familial focal epilepsy 

with variable foci (FFEVF)46 and in epilepsy associated with 

a focal cortical dysplasia.47,48

Recently a novel missense mutation in the CABP4 gene 

encoding the neuronal Ca2+-binding protein 4 (CaBP4) has 

been found in a Chinese family, including 11 individuals 

diagnosed with ADSHE.49

Despite a great effort to study the genetic background 

of SHE, a genetic cause may be recognizable in a very low 

percentage of sporadic cases and in less than 30% of ADSHE 

families, with incomplete penetrance. Moreover, to date, 

there are no clear-cut correlations between disease severity, 

genetic findings and functional effects of the known genetic 

mutations,14 even if KCNT1 gene mutated SHE patients seem 

to present a more severe form.40 However, further studies 

focused on genotype–phenotype correlations in SHE are 

needed.

The genetic predisposition to present seizures especially 

during sleep is another interesting field of research. To date, a 

cholinergic pathway hyperactivation and an enhanced GABA 

ergic function were reported in in vitro and in vivo studies, 

suggesting that cortical–subcortical networks involved in 

the mechanism of arousal can contribute in the epileptogen-

esis of ADSHE.37 Very recently, studies performed in brain 

epileptogenic tissues have shown that defects in Circadian 

Locomotor Output Cycles Kaput (CLOCK) expression, a 

transcription factor that regulates the circadian rhythm and 

the mTOR pathway, could be responsible for the preferential 

occurrence of seizures during sleep.50

impact on general life and prognostic 
features of SHe
Although SHE and ADSHE for a long time have been con-

sidered benign epileptic conditions due to the occurrence of 

seizures only during sleep and the good response to treatment, 

many studies reported some factors that might have a negative 

impact on the general life of these patients.

Sleep fragmentation
Frequency of seizures in SHE patients can be very high, rang-

ing from 1 to 20 attacks per night,11 and minor motor events 

or paroxysmal arousals may be even more frequent. SHE 

patients may complain of nocturnal sleep discontinuity and 

consequently, excessive sleep inertia in the morning, daytime 

tiredness and excessive sleepiness,10,13,33,51–57 impacting nega-

tively on their quality of life. Furthermore, sleep deprivation 

can facilitate seizure appearance, perpetuating an erroneous 

loop between seizures and triggering factors.

In a case–control study58 the occurrence of sleepiness-

related symptoms and subjective sleep quality were exam-

ined using questionnaires (Epworth sleepiness scale and the 

Bologna Questionnaire on Sleepiness-related symptoms).59 

SHE cases more commonly complained of “spontaneous 

midsleep awakenings”58 and “tiredness after awakening” 

compared with matched controls.58 Furthermore, a trend for 

higher values of excessive daytime somnolence was found 

in SHE patients, although not statistically different from the 

control group.58

ADSHE population studies, examining the macrostruc-

ture of sleep (ie, the “classical” sleep profile), reported that 

patients and controls were similar.10,53,60 However, SHE sub-

jects with daytime complaints (ie, sleepiness, fatigue) had 
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an increased sleep instability, as quantified by the analysis of 

the Cyclic Alternating Pattern (CAP).56,61 Moreover, seizures 

occurred mostly during unstable sleep,56 suggesting a prob-

able connection between sleep-related motor manifestations, 

sleep disruption and daytime symptoms.62

The hypothesis that sleep-related epileptic manifestations 

in SHE patients could favor a substantial increase of sleep 

instability, and vice versa, was corroborated by SEEG record-

ings.63,64 Indeed, these studies suggested that interictal epileptic 

discharges (IEDs) may act as an internal trigger inducing an 

increase in the arousal level, which in turn favors the occur-

rence of motor events that can be epileptic or not65 (Figure 1). 

However, from a semiological point of view, minor motor events 

generated by an epileptic discharge or by a simple arousal 

are similar,63 thus a diagnosis of SHE based on the recording 

of only minor events is, to date, impossible. Finally, such a 

mutual relationship between arousal and epileptic discharges, 

together with genetic factors, may explain the high incidence 

of parasomnia and other sleep disorders in SHE patients.66,67

SHe and cognitive functions
Sleep deprivation exerts a negative impact on cognitive 

functions, including vigilance, memory retention, sensory 

perception and elements of executive function. Moreover, 

sleep deprivation may impair the functioning of cognitive 

systems connected to emotional networks.68

From a neuropsychological point of view, the largest 

series of sporadic and familial cases of SHE does not report 

gross cognitive deficits. Psychological and cognitive deficits 

associated with some forms of ADSHE originally reported 

were considered coincidental and nonsyndromic-specific.69,70 

More recently, some studies have put in evidence intellectual 

disability and psychiatric problems in some ADSHE patients 

carrying nAChR subunits and KCNT1 genes mutations.71–77 

In a large cohort of sporadic and familial SHE patients, 

Licchetta et al (2017) reported intellectual disabilities or a 

borderline IQ in about 12% of cases and psychiatric disorders 

in 24%.34 When present, the cognitive disorder in SHE seems 

to mainly affect memory functions as well as executive func-

tions,75 irrespective of the treatment status. A recent study 

conducted in a large cohort of SHE patients, through a neu-

ropsychological standardized assessment, revealed cognitive 

deficits in at least half of assessed patients and worse verbal 

IQ scores that might reflect deficits in working memory and 

phonemic fluency (executive functions).78 Deficits in selected 

executive, memory and visuospatial functions were found 

also in a high percentage of subjects without an apparent 

intellectual disability. Mutated SHE patients, compared to 

nonmutated ones, irrespective of the specific gene, presented 

a lower IQ score. Variables of clinical severity (ie, high sei-

zure frequency, status epilepticus and bilateral convulsive 

seizures, poor response to antiepileptic treatment) were 

negatively correlated with memory and executive functions.78 

The finding of memory deficit may be explained by the 

direct negative effect of interictal and ictal epileptic activity 

(originating from both frontal or extrafrontal regions) and by 

the alterations of sleep-related encoding memory processes 

induced by sleep fragmentation.79,80

Personal and social aspects
The injury potential of sleep-related seizures seems to be 

lower than that during wakefulness. This is probably related 

Figure 1 The vicious loop of sleep-related epileptic discharges and microarousals. 
Notes: interictal epileptic discharges may act as an internal trigger increasing the frequency of microarousals, which in turn favors the occurrence of motor events (epileptic or not). 
Sleep instability may have a negative impact on daytime functioning. Modified from Gibbs SA, Proserpio P, Terzaghi M, et al. Sleep-related epileptic behaviors and non-REM-related 
parasomnias: insights from stereo-eeG. Sleep Med Rev. 2016;25:4–20. Copyright © 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/.65
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to the relative safe condition of being in bed.81 In SHE 

patients, injuries resulting from hyperkinetic seizures can 

be  accidental.82 Nevertheless, epileptic attacks in SHE may 

be very violent, characterized by hypermotor patterns with 

bimanual/bipedal activity, ballistic, rocking axial and pelvic 

movements and sometimes agitated ambulation. Patients can 

fall from the bed and get injured, and sometimes countermea-

sures are necessary (for example, sleeping with a mattress 

on the floor or putting lateral pillows on the bed). In this 

scenario, it is not uncommon that patients adopt avoidance 

behaviors in their social and sentimental life.

Ictal aggression is exceptional83 and generally not inten-

tional. It can take the form of pushing, grasping, hitting, shov-

ing and spitting,84 and may happen if patients react to some 

environmental stimuli (such as the act of restraining them).85

A study evaluating health-related quality of life in SHE 

patients compared with the general population showed that 

SHE constitutes a restriction on health-related quality of life, 

especially in domains pertaining to the patient’s role in a fam-

ily and social context and the patient’s illness experience.86

Seizures during wakefulness
To date, a study evaluating the risk of seizures during wake in 

typical SHE (100% sleep-related seizures) is lacking. Previ-

ous studies suggest that almost 30%–40% of SHE patients 

experience occasional seizures during wakefulness11,34 that 

may be similar to sleep-related manifestations or only char-

acterized by isolated subjective symptoms. SHE patients may 

be exposed to driving license legal restrictions, especially in 

case of rare focal seizures during wake.87,88

The problem of misdiagnosis
The differential diagnosis between SHE and parasomnias 

may be challenging even for experts in epileptology and 

sleep medicine due to possible similarities between the 

two sleep-related manifestations. Indeed, misdiagnosis is 

frequent in SHE patients because the absence of typical 

convulsive seizures and the presence of behavioral pat-

terns similar to those observed in non-rapid eye movement 

(NREM) parasomnias and rapid eye movement (REM) 

behavior disorders, at least at the anamnestic evaluation. 

Video-EEG and video-polysomnography, considered the 

gold standards for a confirmed diagnosis, may be unavail-

able or not definitively conclusive. The high prevalence 

of parasomnias in SHE probands and their healthy rela-

tives11,66 may create a further challenge for the differential 

diagnosis. Moreover, the response to antiepileptic drugs 

is not discriminative for the diagnosis of SHE.89 A recent 

large cohort study reported a diagnostic delay of 12.8±10.1 

years in 53.7% of SHE cases, parasomnias being the most 

frequent misdiagnosis (55.5%).34 The problem of a correct 

diagnosis is an important factor that may impact over the 

clinical course of the disease because of inappropriate treat-

ment and management.

The difficulty to discriminate parasomnias from SHE led 

experts to develop a validated scale, named Frontal Lobe 

Epilepsy and Parasomnias (FLEP) scale.90 However, some 

criticism on the FLEP scale emerged, first of all its inability 

to distinguish nocturnal wandering from sleepwalking.91 The 

Structured Interview for NFLE/SHE (SINFLE) represents 

another tool that could improve the physician’s capability 

to distinguish parasomnias from SHE, with high specificity 

but unsatisfactory sensitivity.92 It is based on anamnestic 

information, including the presence or absence of the two 

major motor seizure patterns (ie, dystonic posturing or 

hyperkinetic automatisms) and four minor features regarding 

the duration of the episodes, the presence of a recognized 

aura, unstructured vocalization and a history of sleep-related 

convulsive seizures.

Prognostic features
Prognostic studies on SHE have originally included drug-

resistant cases33,93 submitted to epilepsy surgery and showed a 

high percentage of patients (more than 70%) seizure-free after 

the intervention with a minimum follow-up of 24 months.93 

Only a recent report34 focused on the analysis of the long-term 

evolution of SHE patients (lesional and nonlesional, sporadic 

and familial) showing a long-term poor prognosis. Indeed, 

in this study, the cumulative probability of remission ranged 

from 20.4% at 10 years to 28.4% at 40 years from onset. 

The most important favorable factors affecting remission 

appear to be 1) the absence of any direct or indirect brain 

disorder (pathologic neurological examination, intellectual 

disability, perinatal suffering and brain abnormalities, such 

as focal cortical dysplasia) and 2) typical SHE (ie, 100% 

sleep-related seizures).34

Drug resistance
Most patients show a good response to the pharmacological 

treatment, low doses of carbamazepine at bedtime being the 

first choice of therapy. However, about one-third of patients 

are drug-resistant.11,34,94 Although the surgical outcome seems 

to be relatively good in this population, especially in patients 

with positive brain MRI, the presurgical evaluation and the 

surgical approach (including risks related to the procedures) 

may have a negative impact on quality of life.
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Sudden unexpected death in 
epilepsy (SUDEP) incidence in SHE
Most of SUDEP cases occur in bed while patients are prob-

ably sleeping. A possible relationship with sleep has been 

found in about 60% of SUDEP cases (after considering 

studies including more than ten subjects who died from 

SUDEP).95 Sleep-related settings (ie, lack of surveillance 

and sleeping position, especially prone position), generalized 

tonic–clonic seizures and autonomic changes could account 

for this relation, increasing SUDEP risk during sleep.95

Despite the fact that occurrence of sleep-related seizures 

is an important risk factor for SUDEP, a retrospective study 

showed an incidence of SUDEP in SHE patients similar to 

that observed in the general epilepsy population (0.36 per 

1,000 person-years).96–98 A low occurrence of tonic–clonic 

seizures in SHE may be responsible for such a lower-than-

expected risk of SUDEP.91 Although systematic studies are 

lacking, it is possible that SHE patients with an insular onset 

are at higher risk of SUDEP.96,99,100 Indeed, it has been shown 

that seizures originating from the insula may be accompanied 

by important autonomic alterations.95

Management strategies
Pharmacological treatment
Although controlled studies are lacking, carbamazepine 

seems to be the drug of choice in SHE patients.2,11,32 Given at 

low doses (200–400 mg at bedtime), carbamazepine abolishes 

or significantly reduces seizures in about 20% and 50% of 

patients.11 Seizures commonly recur after drug withdrawal.101 

Interestingly, experimental observations have found an ampli-

fied sensitivity of mutated nAChR receptors to this drug.102

About one-third of SHE patients do not respond to 

 therapy10,11,34 and maintain a very high seizure frequency. 

Indeed, about 70% of these subjects had more than 25 

seizures per month and these numbers may be even higher, 

considering that many sleep-related seizures are probably 

underreported.11

Oxcarbazepine (at a mean dose of 30.4±11.7 mg/kg/day) 

has been shown to be effective in stopping seizures in a study 

including eight children diagnosed with SHE (ranging from 

4 to 16 years of age) and followed up for a minimum of 12 

months. Low doses of the drug allowed a rapid control of 

seizures (within 4 days from drug beginning) in six patients, 

whereas in two children, higher doses were required.103

In a small series of SHE patients, about 90% of cases 

benefited from topiramate use as single or add-on therapy 

(from 50 to 300 mg daily at bedtime); in particular, 25% of 

patients became seizure-free and 62% had a reduction in 

seizures of at least 50% during a follow-up period ranging 

from 6 months to 6 years.104

A study reported a good response to acetazolamide (500 

mg at night) as add-on therapy to carbamazepine in three 

ADSHE family members.105

Recent reports conducted in small series of patients, 

including genetic cases, suggest lacosamide 200 or 400 mg/

day, as a possible add-on treatment or in monotherapy.106,107

Seizure frequency improved in a single patient with 

refractory ADSHE after nicotine transdermal patches 

 treatment.108 The favorable effect of nicotine on seizure 

frequency was also described in 9 of 22 patients from two 

European ADSHE families carrying CHRNA4 mutations.109 

Considering the role of the cholinergic system in arousal 

regulatory processes, these observations suggested a possible 

link between nicotine defect, alteration of arousal regulation 

and seizures in SHE/ADSHE patients. However, despite 

the reported positive effect of nicotine in reducing seizure 

frequency, a case–control family study, did not find a higher 

tendency to smoke tobacco in SHE patients and their relatives 

compared with the control cases.110

Recently, Puligheddu et al have shown that fenofibrate, an 

agonist at peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor alpha 

(PPARa) acting as a negative modulator of nAChRs, may have 

beneficial effects both in mutated mouse models of SHE and 

pharmacoresistant SHE patients.111 Interestingly, good results 

with fenofibrate administration have been obtained both in 

the mutated (CHRNA2 and 4) and nonmutated SHE patients.

Finally, it has been shown that, despite a partial reduction 

of nocturnal seizures, standard antiepileptic treatment is not 

particularly effective in reducing sleep instability compared 

with the pretreatment condition.112

Very recently, a new therapeutic approach with quinidine 

was tested in a few drug-resistant epileptic patients carrying 

KCNT1 genetic mutations, none fitting SHE phenotype, with 

questionable results.113,114

Surgery
Epilepsy surgery provides excellent results in selected drug-

resistant SHE cases both for seizures and for epilepsy-related 

sleep alterations (ie, frequent arousals, sleep deprivation and 

excessive daytime sleepiness).33,115

Some authors reported that more than two-thirds of 

patients with SHE were fully controlled after surgery (Engel’s 

Class Ia), and the remaining ones had a considerable decrease 

of both frequency and intensity of seizures (Engel’s Class II 
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and III).33,93 Good surgical results are obtained in both frontal 

and extra-frontal SHE, although in this last group the num-

ber of operated-on patients is limited.17,20,93,99 A presurgical 

evaluation including SEEG recordings may be necessary, 

especially when brain MRI is uninformative.

An explanation for the excellent surgical results obtained 

in frontal and extrafrontal SHE seems to be dependent on the 

high incidence of cases with a histological diagnosis of type II 

focal cortical dysplasia (Taylor-type), a generally well-limited 

malformation of cortical development, known to increase the 

risk of sleep-related seizures independently of its location.21,93,116 

Indeed, variables statistically associated with a favorable out-

come are a positive MRI, a complete removal of the epilep-

togenic zone and the presence of focal cortical dysplasia type 

II.88 Patients submitted to SEEG investigation show a worse 

outcome as they represent more challenging cases, with an unre-

markable MRI or discordant anatomo-electroclinical findings.

Other treatments
Finally, it is known that reducing factors that may promote 

seizures, such as sleep instability, could lead to more effec-

tive treatment strategies. Although specific studies in SHE 

population are lacking, disorders resulting in sleep disruption 

such as obstructive sleep apnea, insomnia and parasomnias 

may be associated with refractory focal epilepsy and have to 

be investigated and treated specifically.117,118 Hypothetically, 

considering that seizures in SHE are increased by sleep insta-

bility and mostly occur during N2 stage of sleep, a drug able 

to increase slow-wave sleep production could help in reducing 

seizure frequency; however, to date, there is no evidence that 

such a treatment may be effective.
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